Summary of Changes to 2019-2020 Student Code of Conduct for 2020-2021
As of April 3, 2020

Bold, italicized print indicates additions and strike-throughs indicate deletions.

Cover Page Change date and adoption date.

Headers Change date from 2019-20 to 2020-21

Table of Contents Correct spelling of “Sotiorpoulos” to “Sotiropoulos” and verify page #’s.

Page 1 Update letter from Supt.

Page 4 ACTIONS: Students suspended out of school are assigned to the ACTIONS Program instead of serving their suspensions at home; thereby allowing their out-of-school suspensions to be counted as in-school suspensions.

Page 12 #19 Bullying/Harassment/Cyber-bullying – 1st Offense: Parent conference and referral to social worker through 1-day suspension.

Pages 21 & 40 Change elementary and secondary glossary definition of Physical Confrontation as follows: Inappropriate physical contact such as pushing, shoving, and hitting, biting, or spitting with or without injury….

Policies Review for any updates completed prior to May 11, 2020


Check page references throughout document.